Friction and adsorption of aqueous polyoxyethylene (Tween) surfactants at hydrophobic surfaces.
The nanotribological responses of a series of nonionic polyoxyethylene surfactants (Tween 20, Tween 40, Tween 60, and Tween 80) were investigated after they were adsorbed from aqueous solution onto atomically smooth hydrophobic substrates. The hydrophobic surfaces were composed of a condensed monolayer of octadecyltriethoxysilane (OTE; contact angle theta>110 degrees ). The nanorheological measurements were performed using a modified surface forces apparatus after coating atomically smooth mica with these OTE monolayers, while adsorption measurements were performed using phase-modulated ellipsometry on silicon wafers coated with these same monolayers. The minimum surface-surface separation observed under high load in friction studies agreed quantitatively with the thickness obtained from ellipsometry. For Tweens 20, 40, and 60, the thickness of the adsorbed film increases with increasing alkyl chain length. Systematic investigations of the nanorheological response showed that there is a "solid-like" elastic response from confined surfactant layers, which is the case for the smallest separations to separations up to slightly larger than twice the adsorbed film thickness. In kinetic friction, these confined layers are characterized by a shear stress of approximately 3 MPa with minimal dependence on shear rate. The magnitude of the sliding shear stress is the same as the apparent yield stress at approximately 3 MPa; it is independent of alkyl chain length within the Tween family of surfactants and corresponds to a nominal friction coefficient of mu approximately 1. A similar friction coefficient is observed for boundary lubrication on the macroscopic scale in a tribometer utilizing hydrophobic surfaces and mu approximately 1.1 for Tweens 20, 40, and 60. These results suggest that while Tween molecules adsorb onto hydrophobic surfaces to form a robust separating layer, the lubricating properties of these layers are dominated by a highly dissipative slip plane, the same for all alkyl chain lengths.